MANAGEMENT ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS

Federal decision-makers can use our management analytics solutions to unlock the power of their data

Your data can become your agency's most powerful asset. Our management analytics help federal decision-makers quickly leverage data to optimize business processes, maximize productivity, improve visibility and planning, and save money. Your agency will be able to take advantage of statistical analyses to uncover new patterns, trends, and relationships, understand the causes and effects of past actions, and make data-driven future decisions.

Make your foresight 20/20

Our services give you the clarity you need to make the right decisions, now.

Enable Efficient Operations
Pull real-time data from multiple source systems to alert you when you need to take action. From resource needs to pending key process milestones, your complex operational activities are simplified.

Make Better Management Decisions
By combining organization-wide data, our management analytics help identify and predict risks/problems, clarify choices, and facilitate timely management decisions.

Make the Case for Mission Funding
Agencies want to connect mission goals to budget requests, actual expenditures, and performance results. Our management analytics can leverage your data to show value from congressional appropriations and strengthen your case for mission funding.

Empower Your Analysts
Authorized staff can independently access consistent, validated data and use it to explore improvement ideas without waiting for technical support. They can apply their expertise, observations, and unique perspectives to help improve agency operations and strengthen decisions.

Reduce Reporting Costs
Minimize the burden of using manual data calls to provide ad-hoc reports to Congress and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Our analytics make it easy to automate recurring reports and to rapidly respond to these requests with valid and reliable information.
YOUR DECISIONS AFFECT CONSTITUENTS EVERYDAY

REI helps you make them with confidence

**Public Sector Success Stories**

**Management Cube**

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) leveraged REI’s Software as a Service (SaaS) analytics tool, GovDashboard, to economically develop its “Management Cube.” Our tool ingests and combines management data from 19 separate source systems to create a data layer on which to perform analytics. DHS’ Management Cube framework uses six questions (Who, What, Where, When, Why, How) which enables more efficient operations, provides better information for management decisions, and helps DHS make the strongest possible case for funding its mission and quality control. As result, USAID was able to reduce reporting effort from days to minutes.

**About REI Systems**

REI Systems has delivered innovative solutions that empower people and impact millions of lives since 1989. Our 500+ problem-solving technologists and consultants are passionate about modernizing government to more effectively deliver their missions—including healthcare, national security, science and technology, and government operations—serving the federal, state, local, and non-profit sectors. We take a mindful approach in providing Application Modernization, Data Analytics, Grants Management, Small Business Innovation Research Programs, and Advisory Services by blending domain experts, best-fit technologies, agile execution, and a commitment to customer service we call the REI Way.